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A Letter From The Chairs
Legendary tales! Heroic feats! Talking ponies!

Welcome to the world of BABSCon 2018: Fables & Fantasy!

We are thrilled to have you celebrating our fifth year of BABSCon with us! As our fandom has grown, so have
we. This year, we have over 140 program offerings, 16 special event spaces, 2 nights of musical magic, 70 Artists
and Craftspersons, 21 influential Community Guests, 9 Musical Guests, and 10 Guests of Honor. The BABSCon
Executive Team and Volunteer Staff has worked tirelessly to create new and innovative experiences never before
seen at traditional conventions.
Prepare to be surrounded by creative artwork, thought-provoking panels, impactful charities, innovative convention theatrics, live music and dancing, amazing cosplays, impressive room parties, a myriad of games, and to top
it all off, the kindest and friendliest attendees you’ll ever meet at a convention.
Friendship is without a doubt the magic that allows us to bring this convention together. As friends, we
welcome you to explore and share in the experience we have created. The stories we make at BABSCon are the
memories that will live on in our hearts as we spread the Magic of Friendship to the world.
Always in Friendship,

FableCharm, Chair

Bosn Otter, Vice Chair

Code of Conduct
1. Please be respectful to Attendees, Guests of Honor, Our Host Hotel, and Convention Staff by avoiding disorderly
conduct, illegal or prohibited activities, and the use of profanity.
2. Appropriate clothing, as defined in our dress code, must be worn while in public areas.
3. Smoking of tobacco, use of e-cigarettes and other vapor producing devices are allowed only in
designated areas. Public consumption of alcohol is prohibited, along with partaking of drugs and
marijuana (including medical) anywhere on the Hyatt Regency SFO grounds.
4. Children under the age of 14 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
5. While the majority of our events and panels are suitable for all ages, access to some events and panels may be
restricted due to content or other considerations. All attendees present at a limited access event or panel must
meet admittance requirements.
6. BABSCon has a zero tolerance policy for harassment of any kind, to anyone. If a person engages in harassing
behavior, BABSCon Staff will take prompt action in any form they deem appropriate, including but not
limited to expulsion from BABSCon with no refund. This policy applies to EVERYONE at the convention.
For the full code of conduct, visit http://www.babscon.com/2018/code-of-conduct/.
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Our 2018 Charities
We would like to thank our two charities for 2018, The Game Academy and Guitars Not Guns, who have become key
in their community and are bringing their gifts to our convention.

The Game Academy - thegameacademy.org

The Game Academy creates and supports game-based education that empowers life-long learners to achieve academic,
social, emotional and personal success. We engage imaginations with interactive games wherein communication,
creativity, collaboration and critical thinking are the keys to unlocking adventures in learning.  Our curriculum is
designed to help players make enduring connections between what they know, what they are learning, and what is
possible. Most importantly, our games are designed to be FUN!

Guitars Not Guns - guitarsnotguns.org

We provide guitars and lessons to foster children and at-risk youth, ages 8-18, in a classroom setting with qualified
teachers as an alternative to violence. Using high teacher-to-student ratios, each class consists of a maximum of 10
students with three adult instructors. Each program is 8 weeks long with a one-hour session each week. In addition
to learning how to master changing from one chord to another, children learn perseverance & discipline and build
self-esteem. More importantly, the kids learn to enjoy the interaction and have fun in a group setting. Those kids
who complete the full 8 week program have earned the right to keep the guitar and are invited to return for a second
8-week session of more advanced instruction. They’ve earned it.
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Our 2018 Charities
Come by Cypress C to meet our charities, play a RPG Tails of Equestria, or listen in on a little music history.
We will be hosting 3 charity events to help you give to our wonderful charities!
1. Live Auction Saturday in the Mane Hall at 4:00pm: Come and bring a friend! Dusty Katt and Ponymom
are this year’s auctioneers and we have amazing donations up for auction. We will be accepting cash
and credit cards for all payments.
2. Charity drawing for prizes: You can find the prizes and tickets in the Cypress C or watch for our staff
to be wondering the event sell tickets. Purchase a ticket and slip it in your chosen item that you wish
to win. All prize tickets will be drawn at 7:00 pm on Saturday in the Cypress C room. We will post all
winning numbers.
3. Silent Auction – back by popular demand: Come and place your bid in Cypress C room until Noon
Sunday! Stop by throughout the event to see how your bid is doing.
To our fantastic donors, our charity staff, and every pony that has given to make 2018 magical and
heartfelt: I, personally, would like to send a special thank you to Divapony, Dusty Katt, Pickworld, and
NinjaDivision/ SodaPopMiniatures for their generous donations. I would like to thank Ponymom,
babadiscord, Fable, Bosn, Exec Staff and my chosen family {Casa de Chaos} for their support and much
needed smiles when bringing these events together. THANK YOU FOR BEING 20% COOLER!
– MsTender, 2018 Charity Director
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Guests of Honor
John
De Lancie
Voice of
Discord

Amy
Keating
Rogers
Show Writer

Andrea
Libman

Nicole
Dubuc

Voice of
Pinkie Pie
and Fluttershy

Show Writer

Kelly
Sheridan

Brenda
Hickey

Voice of
Starlight Glimmer,
Sassy Saddles,
and Misty Fly

IDW Artist

Trevor
Devall

Christina
Rice

Voice of
Iron Will,
Hoity Toity,
and Fancy Pants

IDW Writer

Bill
Newton

Heather
Breckel

Voice of
Bright Mac,
Pharynx,
and Pony of Shadows

IDW Artist

Check out our guests’ full bios at www.babscon.com/2018/guests-of-honor/
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Autograph Information
The following guests will be available daily for a block of time to sign autographs and take photos with fans. All
costs are to be paid in AUTOGRAPH VOUCHERS, which can be purchased in advance of the signing at the constore or at the autograph area during the times there are signings. CASH only to purchase vouchers. A voucher is
worth $10. Each guest will require anywhere from 1-4 vouchers per item.
Guest

Photo

Autograph

Combo

Schedule

John de Lancie

$20

$20

$40

Fri: 12-2 PM / Sat: 12:30-2:30 PM
Sun: 12-2 PM

Andrea Libman

$20

$20

$30

Fri: 2:30-4:30 PM / Sat: 12:30-2:30 PM
Sun: 12-2 PM

Kelly Sheridan

$20

$20

$30

Fri: 2:30-4:30 PM / Sat: 12:30-2:30 PM
Sun: 10 AM-12 PM

Bill Newton

$20

$20

$30

Fri: 2:30-4:30 PM / Sat: 12:30-2:30 PM
Sun: 10 AM-12 PM

Trevor Devall

$20

$20

$30

Fri: 2:30-4:30 PM / Sat: 12:30-2:30 PM
Sun: 10 AM-12 PM

Amy Keating
Rogers

$10

$10

$20

Fri: 12-2 PM / Sat: 10 AM-12 PM
Sun:12-2 PM

Nicole Dubuc

$10

$10

$20

Fri: 12-2 PM / Sat: 10 AM-12 PM
Sun:12-2 PM

LIVE at NEIGHHEM 2018
Performing classics such as Discord and Luna
alongside new favorites and surprises!

IN-PERSON at the MUSICIANS PANEL
Ready to eld your most burning questions!

ALIVE* at the MUSICIANS TABLE
Selling Super Ponybeat Vol. 1-3 & Best Of+,
as well as NEW CDs and NEW Merch

* - Unless he’s not had caﬀeine. In which case, he’s very dead.

(A.K.A, Eurobeat Brony, that
one guy who did
the original “Discord”)

GET 25% OFF
Any priced music downloads
at odysseymusic.bandcamp.com
using promo code “babscon18”
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Community Guests
Dusty
Katt

Yaasho

Saberspark

Duster
Dawnhorse

ACRacebest

Buck
Legacy

Silver
Quill

Flutterpriest
& The Barcast

Josh Scorcher

Invisibrony

Dr Wolf

The
Chocolate Pony

Looney Turtle

Lightning Bliss

Minty Root

The
Railroad Bronies

Hoof Hearted

Da’Willstanator

Thomkatt Revor

The Selfie Pony

ToucanLDM
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BABSCon 2018 Musical Guests

The
Shake Ups

Vinyl
Tastic

DJ
Hollowpoint

Chang31ing

Eurobeat
Brony

Darselex

DJ
Hatsune

Cosplay Guests

Maddymoiselle

Mieu

Sarahndipity

Shelbeanie Cosplay
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Vendor Hall Map
E1
E2
D4

E4

D3

VENDOR & ARTIST TABLES
HARBOUR ROOM
A9

A10

A11

A8
A7

A6

B1

B8

B2

B7

B3

B6

B4

B5

D2

F1

D1

F2

C1

M3

N1

C2

M2

N2

C3

M1

N3

E5

F6

E6

F5

E7

CHARITY TABLES /
CON STORE
REGENCY FOYER

A12

F3

F4

H3

H2

H1

H4

H5

H6

G1

H9

H8

H7

G2

VENDOR & ARTIST TABLES
H10
H11
H12
HARBOUR
ROOM

H16

A8
A4

A3

A2

A1

B1
L2

A7

RESTROOMS

P2

L3

K3

L4

H18

B2

K2
K1

P1

A6

L5

B4

A5

G3
G4

J1
M3

N1

J3C2

M2

N2

C3

M1

N3

C1

B7

B3

J6

B6 J4
J5
B5

A3

A2
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P5

P4

P3

P2

P1

F2

K4

L3

K3

L4

K2

RESTROOMS
P6

D1

A1

REGISTRATION & FAN TABLES
GRAND PENINSULA FOYER

P7

F1

J2

RESTROOMS

Registration

D2

J7
A4

Info Desk

D3

B8
L1
L6

RESTROOMS
P3

K4

H17

D4

CHARITY
TABLES /
G5
CON STORE
REGENCY FOYER

A9 H15
A10 H14
A11 H13
A12

A5

& FAN TABLES
SULA FOYER
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E3

VENDOR & ARTIST TABLES
REGENCY BALLROOM

K1

Vendor Listing
A1 Buck: Legacy
A2 Boiler3
A3 Coffee Dreams
A4    Sneath’s Chainmaille
A5    Cherriesama’s Gifts and Designs
A6    Cherriesama’s Gifts and Designs
A7 Surf City Etching
A8 Surf City Etching
A9 Epic Loot
A10 Kawaiipony2 & Dshou
A11 WhiteDiamonds
A12 LateCustomer
B1 Dead Tree Studios
B2 Dead Tree Studios
B3 KefkaFloyd Art & Lights
B4 EmbyBoutique
B5    Ruirik’s Woodcrafts
B6    Moozua Art
B7 Alienkitty Designs
B8 Twisted Sketch Productions
C1 Tinybully Knits
C2    Waffle Wishes
C3    Waffle Wishes
D1 Sugar Mint Cafe
D2 Sugar Mint Cafe
D3 Gingerbreadarts & Paracord Pony
D4 Jackal Gallery
E1 Tsitra360
E2 EquestriaPlush
E3 EquestriaPlush
E4 The New Gray Mare
E5 Breakfast Tee
E6 Breakfast Tee
E7 My Little Ties
F1 Rae Deerwood
F2 NCMares
F3 RatofDrawn
F4 Dustykatt
F5 Wintre Arts
F6 Wintre Arts
G1 Dakimakura Dreams
G2 TurnipBerry

G3 Sycamore Studios
G4 Lucky Pony Tattoo
G5 Lucky Pony Tattoo
H1 Cute Parade
H2 Jacqueline Events Coordinator
H3 Sophie Scruggs Art
H4 The Bronycrafters
H5 The Bronycrafters
H6    Ponyfinder
H7 Shipping & Handling
H8 The Lightning Bliss Table
H9 Keyframe Productions
H10 Sophie Scruggs Art
H11 Phoenixborn Technology
H12 SpiritoftheWolf Studios
H13 The Unicorn Lord
H14 Christina Rice
H15 Gamescape North
H16 Torben Goldmunds Art “N” Prints
H17 Popular Universe & Torben Goldmunds Art “N” Prints
H18 Popular Universe
J1 KLPlushies
J2 KLPlushies
J3 Dustin Coffey
J4 LiL Moon Crafts
J5 Chocolate Pony
J6 Chocolate Pony
J7 Lulamoonarts
K1  Purple Tinker’s Lab
K2 Viw’s Art
K3 Brenda Hickey
K4 Heather Breckel
L1  World’s Best Comics and Toys
L2  World’s Best Comics and Toys
L3 Rabbit Tales
L4 Rabbit Tales
L5 Lil Miss Jay
L6 Roan RPG
N1 Ponyville Day Spa Express (Flying Hands Mobile Massage)
N2 Voting Machine
N3 Brony Thank You Fund
P1 High Roller Pony Con
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Opening Ceremonies
Mane Hall 11am-12pm

Friday Events

MC: FableCharm welcomes everypony to our 5th year. As we give you all a glimpse of
what is to come for these three days, let’s hope there are no unexpected interuptions...

Pony Cosplay 101
Solar Hall 12-1pm

Learn the ins and outs of designing, creating, and cosplaying your favorite pony!
From the first steps of design, to choosing your wig, to attending the con, we’ll have
you ready to cosplay in no time!

Go behind the scenes with four software industry veterans as they discuss working on
fandom projects as a programmer. Learn how you can contribute to the fandom as a
software engineer, or get advice on how to learn the art of coding.

Equestrian Idol
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 3-4:30pm

Hosted by The Selfie Pony.  16 Players will battle (1v1 duels) for karaoke glory and
one shall be named “The Princess of Karaoke”.

Colin And The Creative Conquest
Hall of Magic 12:15-1:15pm

2D vs 3D The Revenge of the Animators
Hall of Magic 3:15-4:15

Voice Equestria
Mane Hall 12:30-2pm

ToucanLDM Unexpected
Lunar Hall 4:15-5:15pm

Getting your work seen is a serious struggle—come get tips from someone who’s been
there. Colin, a published author in the brony community, is here to help aspiring
writers succeed in getting published.

Meet the finalists for year 5 of Voice Equestria. Our Guest of Honor judges will crown
this years winner from a group of aspiring voice actors.

Minty Root’s Fan Animation Workshop
Lunar Hall 12:30-2pm

Join Minty Root, ToucanLDM, and many others who will show you where you can get
started making your own pony animations.

BABSCon Sings! Preliminaries
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 12:30-1:30pm
VA Workshop
Solar Hall 1:30-2:30pm

Voice Acting is a fun talent to share through public performances, on screen
character voices, or even a party trick.  Let’s improve your skills by trying some warm
up techniques, practicing character/radio voices and receiving critical feedback from
other brony voice actors,

Ask A Pony
Hall of Magic 1:45-2:45pm

The Mane 6 have traveled through a portal and ended up in San Franciscolt! Come
ask them your questions, welcome them to the human world, and see if Pinkie brought
any cupcakes!

Railroad Bronies of SF
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 2-3pm

Catch some fun train demos, see a new video, and be some of the lucky people to
leave the panel with some fun prizes such as, Official Railroad Bronies T-shirts, MLP
SWAG or maybe even some GAK! So if you like Trains and Fun, stop bye and say
hello.

YouTuber Panel
Mane Hall 2:30-3:30pm

Ever wanted to make a YouTube channel but don’t know where to start? Well, at this
panel, hosts Saberspark and ACRacebest will help you in getting started. If you have
questions about what it takes to make a successful YouTube channel, you should
consider attending this panel. The hosts welcome any questions either about Youtube
or any other media platform

Ukelele Performance
Lunar Hall 2:30-3:30pm

With Guest of Honor Amy Keating Rogers!
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Pony Programming
Solar Hall 3-4pm

On one side of the table, two 2D animators; on the other, two 3D animators.
A completely different approach to animation, but a passion for the same show and
for animation.

Remember that guy that makes those MLP Meets...videos on YouTube? ToucanLDM
is here presenting his first ever panel at a con. He will be joined by fellow VAs
DaWillstanator, Missbunnieswan and Voice Equestria 2017, 3rd Place Winner Shari
Weygant. Get an exclusive look at his latest MLP Meets... video!

BABSCon Cosplay Q/A
Mane Hall 4:30-5:30pm

Join our Cosplay Community Guests for a Q&A and ask them whatever is on your
mind!

Webcomics 101: So You Want to Make a Webcomic?
Solar Hall 4:30-5:30pm

Join people passionate about the sequestion art of comics in a roundtable discussion
on how to get started on a webcomic of your own.

The Power of Role-Playing Games
Hall of Magic 4:45-5:45pm

Joshua Archer, president and founder of The Game Academy, one of this year’s
charity recipients, will discuss how Game Academy uses Live-action and tabletop
role-playing games for social-emotional development and academic motivation for
kids of all ages. Also,  the automatic and transcendent benefits of role-playing games,
as well as how to pick a game system and align the content of your stories to achieve
your social, emotional and academic developmental goals.

Open Mic
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 5-8pm

San Franciscolt, home of the Beat Generation Bronies. Free Speech movement in
Buckley? Here’s your shot.  Poetry, spoken word? Know a few good yucks? Have a
special talent? We invite everypony to come and get up at the microphone! Not a
contest, just an opportunity to share with your brony family!

So You Want to Be A Con Artist
Lunar Hall 6-7pm

Within the last decade, a new generation of artists have found a profession vending
in convention artist alleys all across the country. Learn the behind the scenes tips
and tricks for vending at your next convention, how to apply for cons, the best booth
displays, what art sells, what is tax deductible. Whether you are a novice or veteran
vendor, this is an informative panel for all.

SFM Ponies: Filming is Magic
Solar Hall 6:15-7:15pm

Sit down and enjoy some animated shorts from the Source Filmmaker Ponies
community and hear their creative approaches to making 3D animation with Valve’s
Source engine.

All panel blurbs can be viewed at www.babscon.com/2018/guide/

Red Dragon Inn with Community Guests
Golden Gates’ Loft 7-8:30pm

Friday Events

Watch some of your favorite community guests play Red Dragon Inn as they compete
in a game of cards and attempt to outlast each other after a hard day of adventuring.
Come early and sign up to play along!

Friendship Festival
Mane Hall 8pm-12am

Come one, come all to Friday Night’s Friendship Festival. Enter through the tunnel of
lights where you’ll find music, dancing and fun.

Lip Sync Battles: BABSCon Edition 2018
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 8:30-10pm

Join us for some fun as we sing (or rather lip sync) our hearts out.

18+ Programming After Hours
John DeLancie Dramatic Reading (extra fee)
Hall of Magic 7:30-9pm
Read It And Weep
Lunar Hall 7:45-8:45pm

The BABSCon classic bad fanfiction reading panel is back! After five years, we figure
it’s time for a clip show episode! Join Duster Dawnhorse on a journey to (make
everyone else) read aloud some of the most memorable terrible writing that has been
a part of the MLP fandom for the last 7 years!

A Voice Actor Reads YOUR Fan Fiction
Solar Hall 8-9pm

Princess Deadpool Reacts
Lunar Hall 9:15-10:15pm

You’ve seen him around the cons and maybe you’ve seen him on YouTube.
But now he’s here to do what he does best right in front of you! The Princess
of the Fourth Wall is gonna watch whatever pony content you tell him to!
Wanna laugh? Wanna ask questions? Come on by and do....well....anything!

Fandom Archival & Archeology
Solar Hall 9:30-10:30pm

A gathering of those who seek archives and those who provide them.

It Can Only Happen at a Con: BABSCon Edition Year 2
Hall of Magic 10-11pm

Did something amazing, hilarious, or maybe just strange happen to you this weekend?
At a previous con? Come and hear stories from BABSCon staff and share some of your
own! The funnier the better. Let’s share our best con memories!”

Barcast: Taking a Crack at Crackfics
Lunar Hall 10:45-11:45pm

We take a look at utter writing garbage and where it belongs... namely on Fimfiction.
Join The Barcast as we discuss how writing badly can actually make you a better writer,
and then read some of the worst crackfics ever to grace the fandom.

Drunk GM’ing is Magic
Solar Hall 11pm-12am

Join Dead Tree Studios as we explore the fantastic world of drunk tabletop! Grab your
favorite alcoholic beverage and get ready, it’s a wasteland out there.

Bring your SHORT fanfics and VA Andre Martinez (SNinja) will read them live!

C ostume Design & C onstruc tion

I’ll make you look
FABULOUS, darling!
Email me at
taycanda@comcast.net
for a consultation!
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Saturday Events
East Corp: The Fallout Equestria Extended Universe
Solar Hall 9:15-10:15am

Join EAST Corp Productions as they discuss writing, voice acting, music, and radio
plays. Involving their many series of every size: Confessions of a Wasteland Pony,
Terminal Secrets, Wasteland Survival Guide, Behind the Scenes, Untypical, and more

Reviewer Round-Up
Lunar Hall 9:30-10:30am

Some call them Analysts. Others call them bozos. We call them our guest for a panel
on creating Youtube content. Come join the reviewers for a Q&A panel on how they
produce content and beyond.

Guitars Not Guns Workshop
Hall of Magic 10-11am

Guitars Not Guns, this year’s charity guest, provides free guitars and lessons to kids at
risk in many locations across the country. Join representatives from the Contra Costa
and Alameda County Chapters in learning how they bring together musicians and kids
to make amazing music for peace and growth.

BABSCon Sings Preliminaries
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 10-11am
Guest of Honor Voice Actors Panel
Mane Hall 10:30am-12pm

Please welcome Kelly Sheridan, Trevor Duvall, Bill Newton, Andrea Libman, and
John DeLancie in a panel moderated by our own Sonya Hipper.

Cosplay 201
Solar Hall 10:45-11:45am

Are you ready to take your cosplay to the next level? Are you ready to add a bit more
WOW-factor to your future projects? Join us while we talk about more advanced
concepts and techniques that will change the way you approach the creative process-from vision, to design, to reality.

The Folly of Celestia Animatic
Lunar Hall 11am112pm

A quick sneak peek at Josh Scorcher’s passion project, The Folly of Celestia. A story
about Twilight being tempted by a dark being who promises freedom from a tyrant.

Pinkie Pie’s Circus School
Hall of Magic 11:30am-12:30pm

Come learn beginner Circus skills: juggling, balancing, and plate spinning. No
previous experience required. All equipment provided.Plus a show at the end!

Open mic
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 11:30am-3pm

San Franciscolt, home of the Beat Generation Bronies. Free Speech movement in
Buckley,well here is your own shot.  Poetry, spoken word? Know a few good yucks?
Have a special talent? We invite everypony to come and get up at the microphone! Not
a contest, just an opportunity to share with your brony family!

Dial It to 11
Solar Hall 12:15-1:15pm

Join Silver Quill for a discussion at how we can use humor to connect with our fellow
fans and present new ideas. Watch some clips from episodes and see how we can
critique ideas through a good laugh.

Hooves Line is It Anyway?
Mane Hall 12:30-1:30pm

Join Host, Dusty Katt, along with ACRacebest, Saberspark, and more. Hooves Line Is
It Anyway? is based off the hit TV series Whose Line is it Anyway?, an improv-comedy
show with various games that involve the audience’s input.  
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MLP Comics Panel
Lunar Hall 12:30-2pm

Join IDW Comic Artists Heather Breckel and Brenda Hickey in discussing art and
ponies for the comics. Moderated by Community Guest, ThomKatt
.

Writers of BABSCon
Hall of Magic 1-2pm

A panel to discuss how the writers did the script for the convention theme skits.

Pony Animations
Solar Hall 1:45-2:45pm

Come and Join Victor Vortex(Harmony Studios),EG Studios,Minty Root As we show
New Fan made animations and answer any animation question and what need start
your own animations adventure.

MLP Show Writers Panel
Mane Hall 2-3:30pm

Join Silver Quill in welcoming MLP show writers Amy Keating Rogers and Nicole
Duboc to discuss how the ideas become the stories we love and look forward to.

Friendship is Magic: The Gathering
Lunar Hall 2:30-3:30pm

Josh Scorcher and Lunacorva go full on geek and analyze the characters of My Little
Pony through the lens of Magic: The Gathering! Is Twilight a Blue character? Is Luna
a Red character? Let’s find out!

Ask The Princesses
Hall of Magic 2:30-3:30pm

The Four Princesses of Equestria have traveled to San Franciscolt to see all of you!
Come ask them the questions you’ve been wondering about and see what it’s like to
have all four princesses in one place (when they’re not trying to save the world)!

Equestrian Trivia
Lunar Hall 4-5pm

Win prizes for your encyclopedic knowledge of MLP.

Dead Tree Studios: Fallout Equestria
Solar Hall 3:15-4:15pm

Greetings Wastelanders! Come Join Dead Tree Studios as we give you yet another
thrilling update on our Fallout Equestria PnP Game released in December 2017! We
will also be talking about all of the wonderful future projects we will be pursuing next.

Brony Analysts Meet & Greet
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 3:30-4:30pm
Come and meet some of the MLP analysts.

Charity Auction
Mane Hall 4-5:30pm

Community Guest, DustyKatt will reprise his role as auctioneer extroidanaire for our
live auction this year. All proceeds this year go to The Game Academy and Guitars
Not Guns. Be sure to visit Charity Room to meet the guests and preview items.

Martial Bronies
Hall of Magic 4:15-5:15pm

We discuss themes of My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic through a martialphilosophical perspective. Join us for a conversation, and some live exhibitions.

Pony Wigs & Make-Up
Solar Hall 4:30-5:30pm

When it comes to cosplay, wigs and makeup are the finishing touches that could take
your costume from great to amazing! Join licensed cosmetologist Sarahndipity and
experienced cosplayer Maddymoiselle as they walk you through the basics.

All panel blurbs can be viewed at www.babscon.com/2018/guide/

BABSCon 2018’s Musicians
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 4:45-5:45pm

Saturday Events

Come and meet the musicians before they rock the house.  Ask questions, find out
more about their creative process and what makes them passionate about their music.

The New Rainbow Flag
Lunar Hall 5:30-7pm

This panel applies gender and sexuality theory to brony fandom in a humorous,
exciting, and engaging way. Develop a love of science and critical thinking!

Creating Transformative Art History of Fanfic
Solar Hall 6:15-7:15pm

Join us for discussion on the early roots of storytelling from the shamans to modern
day creators. Learn the legal cases involving the Air Pirates and Wind Done Gone. We
will break down different works like Watchmen and see how we can apply the same
techniques to our own works. The Successor to 100 Years of Narrative Art and The
Great Literary Game.

Toasty Writers 21+
Hall of Magic 8-9:30pm

Hosts ACRacebest & Saberspark ask the question, “What do you get when you feed
our writer Guests of Honor some drinks and ensure that what happens in Toasty
Writers stays in Toasty Writers?” The best kind of cheerful insanity…that’s what!

Beginning Improv Workshop
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 8-10pm

Come and “Yes, and...” with your fellow BABSCon attendees in an improvisational
performance workshop with an experienced improv performance group facilitator
from South Bay Improv. You will learn some of the fundamentals of Improv
performance while engaging in a number of games, short and long form exercises.  

The Barcast Interviews
Lunar Hall 9-10:30pm

The Barcast is an entirely user submitted podcast where you pick the guest, submit
the questions, and we ask them and see how uncomfortable we can make the guest.

BABSCon Sings: The Finals
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 6-7:30pm

State of the Fandom 2018
Solar 9:15-10:15pm

Neighhem
Mane Hall 7:30pm-2am

Military Bronies: Semper Filly
Hall of Magic 10-11:30pm

Eight competitors face off in front of a panel of judges, who will be making the
selections to see who finishes first in this epic showdown!

18+ Programming After Hours
Sisterhooves Social V
Hall of Magic 6:30-7:30pm

As women in sci-fi, comic book, and pop culture fandoms, our experiences often
differ from our male counterparts. Here, we share some of those differences and
experiences, to support each other, as well as to educate.

Tom3p0 Prattles on About Nothing
Lunar Hall 7:30-8:30pm

Come join BronyCAN’s chair as he talks to you (yes YOU!) About whatever you want.

Equestria Ink: Tattoos & The Brony Fandom
Solar Hall 8-9pm

Kelley “Pony” Goodwin, Babscon’s premier tattoo artist, will be talking about tattoos,
the fandom, how the two meet and how important tattoos can be to all kinds of people.
Q&A will be included.

How has the fandom changed over time? Has the fandom changed for the better or
worse? Join Hoof Hearted as we attempt to answer these questions and more!

Take an hour out of your evening and and listen to a group of bronies who are, or
were, in the military share their experiences of being a service member and  brony.

Trivia with ILoveKimPossibleALot (in PJs)
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 10:30-11:30pm

Enjoy a fun, laid back panel as we talk trivia about shows we love.

Brony Dating
Solar Hall 11pm-12am

Class is in session! Bronies, discover how to bring out your inner stallion and conquer
the dating field. Pegasisters, discover how stallions think. Let’s find that very special
somepony!

FPCA Presents: Phoenix Genesis
Lunar Hall 11:15pm-12:15am

Come watch Bay Area comedian K Cheng, LA comic and Anime Expo LCS 2016
winner Lemar Harris, and two-time Anime Expo LCS winner SOAP show you the best
of what FPCA stand-up comedy has to offer!

JazzyTyfighter

Graphic Designer/Illustrator
Cartoons
Comics
Japanese fans

Cheap commissions, negotiable prices!
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Sunday Events
Accessibility Discussions
Hall of Magic 9:30-10:30am

Come hear about the steps towards Accessibility that have been taken at various
conventions, and then add your own voice! Join us in improving accessibility at
BABSCon with a constructive discussion about what accessibility looks like to you!

Modern Brony Music
Lunar Hall 10-11am

What’s going on in the brony music world now? Great new fan generated music is
being released each month.  Come choose the songs we’ll listen to during the panel
and learn about the sites and compilations that you can use to find your new favorite
tracks!

Sketch/Art Share
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 10-11:30

Join a few of the BABSCon Design team members and Web Comic Artist and
Community Guest ThomKatt... and bring it!  Spend some time sketching, sharing
tips and design ideas. This is hands on time to get your ART ON!

Roan RPG: A World Made More Clear
Solar Hall 10:15-11:15am

Roan RPG, A discussion about Roan, the steps to make it, and the what is happening
next with the new Roan: World at War Expansion.

Q&A with Discord
Mane Hall 10:30-11:30am

A three year epic comes to an end, and the final chapter in the story of the Earthquake
Queen is told - how did we go about this?

Collaboration in Comic Creation
Lunar Hall 1-2:30pm

Join Moderator Thom Katt in discussing the collaborative process that is MLP comics.
IDW comic writer Christina Rice along with artist Heather Breckell and Brenda
Hickey will talk about their work.

3D Animation
Solar Hall 1:15-2:15pm

Come by and learn some the basics to animating in 3 Dimensions! Source FilmMaker
veteran Argodaemon will provide some tips on how to get started, provide some
examples and answer your questions!

BABSCon Cosplay Contest
Mane Hall 1:30-3:30pm

A parade of amazing expressions of fan creativity awaits at the BABSCon Cosplay
Contest!

Open Mic
Fable’s Fantasy Lounge 2-4pm

Join Community Guest, Invisibrony as he welcomes John DeLancie, the voice of
Discord, to answer audience questions.

San Franciscolt, home of the Beat Generation Bronies. Free Speech movement in
Buckley,well here is your own shot.  Poetry, spoken word? Know a few good yucks?
Have a special talent? We invite everypony to come and get up at the microphone! Not
a contest, just an opportunity to share with your brony family!

Cosplay Prejudge
Hall of Magic 11am-12pm

So You Think You Want To Run A Convention?
Hall of Magic 2:30-3:30pm

Signed up for the Cosplay Contest?  Please come to the Hall of Magic to have our
judges review and have a close up look at your creations.

TF2 Analysis Anarchy
Lunar Hall 11:30am-12:30pm

Come meet the Cast and Crew behind the Youtube series “TF2 Analysis Anarchy”
where we’ll be taking part in Live Shenanigans, Answering your Questions, and even
showing off some Unreleased Episodes for the first time at BABScon 2018!

LGBTQIA+ in Brony Fandom
Solar Hall 11:45am-12:45pm

The Brony Fandom is an inclusive and welcoming community where the LGBTQIA+
Bronies and Pegasisters can feel welcome. The messages and examples of love and
tolerance and the celebration of differences in the stories of My Little Pony resonate
deeply. All welcome

Bronies React
Mane Hall 12-1pm

Bronies React is a Youtube series bringing together multiple personalities from the
Brony Fandom. Always wild, always crazy. You never know WHAT will happen at a
Bronies React panel. Q&A and stories galore!

Furry Wood VA Fables
Fantasy Lounge 12-1:30pm

Here’s your chance to be a voice actor! In this audience participation panel, volunteers
select characters to perform from a prepared stack of scripts. Performances are
recorded on a professional rig and later posted to Furrywood.com
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BABSCon Convention Theatrics
Hall of Magic 12:30-2pm

So, You want to organize a My Little Pony/Brony Convention. Are you sure? We
think you aren’t. Come join us for a meeting of the minds for a chance to learn the
“ehhhnopes” and “eeyups” of how to make sure that you and your event are ready.

PABS Fallout Equestria Animation Panel
Lunar Hall 3-4pm

P.A.B.S. Project is the young FoE studio, aiming to create an immersive and exciting
prequel based upon the popular fiction, Fallout: Equestia. They’ll be answering
questions about day to day operations in the studio and how what started as a hobby
for many evolved into a passion, something so much more!

RMM Sound is Magic
Solar Hall 2:45-3:45pm

Whether  you aspire to be a voice over artist, a commentator, or just overall content
creator. Sound is a very important aspect of your work. At this panel I (Silver Cobalt)
Will be going over Equipment and techniques that will be useful for you to know,
along with information that can help the quality of your content increase overall.

Closing Ceremonies
Mane Hall 4-5pm

Oh, my, is it coming to a close?  Let’s celebrate the time we have had this weekend and
maybe find out what is in store for next year...

Yay & Neigh: Well How Did We Do?
Solar Hall 5:15-6:15pm

Join this year’s executive team and let us know how was your BABSCon?

All panel blurbs can be viewed at www.babscon.com/2018/guide/

Cutie Mark Crusaders
Winter Wrap Up

Foals, Colts, Fillies come join us in the Poolside Pavilion and enjoy
three full days of fun at the Cutie Mark Crusaders Clubhouse!

Everyday... Friday 12-6pm • Saturday 10-6pm • Sunday 10-3pm

• Forage for lunch for Richter Scales Scavenger hunt to find the 8 jewels
needed for every dragon’s balanced meal! Prizes for those who complete the hunt.
• Original Character Pony- You can use our templates to draw and color your own pony creations.  Don’t
forget a cutie mark!
• Crafts- that everypony can do will be set up for you to do at any point in the day.
• Transform into your favorite or an original character- We have what you need to get outfitted with wings,
ears, horns, tails and cutie marks!
Friday join us as we Clear Away the Winter Weather...
How about one last snowball fight for the season?! We
will be welcoming Guest of Honor, John DeLancie, for
a whimsical dramatic reading. Comic Artists Heather
Breckel and Brenda Hickey will help us draw ponies
the IDW way…   On either side of these amazing guest
appearances we will have a chance to create our very own
cosplay elements, get faces painted, color original pony
characters, and end the first day at BABSCon by clearing
winter chills away with Pinkie Pie’s Circus School. Making
his 3rd appearance, Travis is gonna help everyone limber
up, find our balance, and juggle the rest of what we have to
do for the Wrap-up!
Saturday we will be very busy as we WAKE UP everyone
from the winter slumbers. Three time BABSCon favorites,
My Little Jedi will join us from a galaxy far, far, away and
see if you are ready for some jedi moves! And be mindful
as a Pony Sith teaches us that Science is Magic! A visit
from Pony cosplayers will get us ready to take a wee break
to listen to a tale from Penumbra Quill herself, as Nicole
Dubuc,  one half of the team who writes these amazing tales
comes to read. Queen Quake, that amazing elemental earth
pony, will come and as she has done in the past, will show us
how to communicate and sing with sign! Did I mention that
Saturday is BUSY?  Well, get ready for an amazing Voice
Actor Panel featuring Kelly Sheridan, Trevor Duvall, Bill
Newton, and Andrea Libman! Again this year, Community
Guest, DRWolf will be moderating this panel.  In service to
the animals who serve as our companions and helpers we
will get a chance to meet and learn about real service dogs
and the humans they help…Final activity for the day...as
the spring rains prepare us for tomorrow and beckon to the
animals to come out and play...let’s make rain sticks!
Sunday is Planting/Blooming Day! Finish up art projects
you began earlier in the weekend...Enjoy Community

Guest Silver Quill and Guest of Honor Amy Keating Rogers
as they unpack for us all a Story in a Box. Andreas will once
again come to offer his own version of tug-of-war...The Hearts
as Strong as Horses Pull!   While we catch our breath, The
Breedloves (charity organization guests) will play for us and
maybe even teach us a few notes. And once we are all limber
and energized we shall create our own box...our own planter
box for some seeds to take with us and watch grow and help us
remember the amazing time we had during Winter Wrap up at
BABSCon 2018! And the finale to our weekend.
Kid friendly programming happening outside The
Clubhouse:
• Game Academy hosts Learn to Play “Tails of Equestria”
all weekend in the Cypress foyer on the Atrium level
• Friday Evening’s Friendship Festival where you can truly
experience the magic of friendship and a souvenir photo
to boot!
• Saturday All Day, Atrium: Railroad Bronies will have a
model train set up there all day.
• Saturday Night: NEIGHEM featuring The Shake Ups!
comes rockin’ back...this is the place to dance and get the
last of the excitement energy out!
• Sunday afternoon: Cosplay Contest in the Mane Hall open
to all ages.
• Panels: Ask a Pony, Ask a Princess in Hall of Magic
Note: Foals and their grown-ups are welcome to head to the
front of the line for Mane Hall events and will be granted early
access so they can settle in and be ready for programming.
Clubhouse guidelines: Children 14 and under must be
accompanied by an adult. Adults are not allowed into the
program without a child in their care. The Clubhouse is not
childcare, please do not leave children without an adult while
in programming.

All panel blurbs can be viewed at www.babscon.com/2018/guide/
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The Story Continues...
Almost three years ago, two treasure hunters were excavating on Alcoltraz Island and accidentally unleashed
an evil sealed into the living rock over a century before: Queen Quake! Transforming her unfortunate saviors into
hideous forms, she renamed them Andreas and Diablo, and made them her servants.
But the power that had sealed the Queen away, the Emperor’s Staff, also woke from its century-long slumber to
pass its power to a new generation of heroes—Golden Gates, Silver Span, and Copper Chip—so that they could stop
her once more.
Despite being overpowered by Queen Quake, Golden Gates made a heroic stand to enable her siblings to escape
to another world and hide the staff and prevent it from falling into the Queen’s hooves…the world was ours, the place
was BABSCon 2016.
Our heroes were defeated despite one of the Queen’s former henchponies, Andreas, coming to see the light of
friendship and joining their side. Queen Quake seized dominion over San Franciscolt, with the lone spark of hope
coming from an unexpected place. Diablo, seeing his own opportunity for power, stole the Emperor’s Staff and ran
back to Equestria. When cornered by both our heroes and the Queen’s forces, despite Andreas’ pleas to his lifelong
friend to find the good within himself, Diablo used dark magic to shatter the staff, causing a massive explosion which
apparently vaporized him as well.
Driven underground, Golden Gates, Silver Span, and Copper Chip led a year-long Resistance against the Queen
and her new lieutenants: the devious sorceress, Foreshock, and her brutal general, Aftershock.
Queen Quake, frustrated by her inability to crush the Resistance and the depowering she suffered when Diablo
destroyed the Staff, was informed by her trusty dragon servant, Richter Scales, that she would have an opportunity
to repair the staff, restore her powers, and crush her enemies, but it would require a trip back to the human world, to
BABSCon 2017.
But this time, our heroes prevailed against the Queen, as Golden Gates, Silver Span, and Copper Chip won the
hearts of the people in attendance. That unity reforged the Emperor’s Staff in Golden Gates’ temporarily human
hand. But our heroes’ joy was short-lived. Signaled by the power of the Staff’s return, Diablo revealed himself at last,
forcing both sides into enchanted slumber and stealing the power from the Staff.
Despite the overwhelming power of their now-shared enemy, Queen Quake refused to ally herself with Golden
Gates. But her lieutenants, Foreshock and Aftershock, found the entreaties of a mysterious pony named SIlicon to
be very persuasive, and did ally with our heroes to strike at Diablo. Even so, they were defeated once again.
Diablo has issued an ultimatum to both sides: face him at the next BABSCon where he could prove to all that he
was unbeatable.
Now desperate, the mysterious Silicon unveiled herself, showing herself to be Copper Chip from a future in
which Queen Quake persisted in refusing to join forces with her erstwhile enemies, dooming them all to defeat.
Where—and when—she is from, no hope remains. Her entreaty to all, convince Queen Quake to join her former
enemy, that perhaps they might find victory this time.
Queen Quake, however, has other plans, and has already returned to our world just in time for BABSCon 2018…

- Sophianna “Diamondia Doodle” Ardinger
BABSCon Head of Convention Thematics
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Dramatis Ponisae
Golden Gates
Event planner extraordinaire, Former Guardian of the Emperor’s staff, Defender of San Franciscolt, Golden Gates lost the
battle for the staff in 2016 and her victory in 2017 she is now faced with a new enemy: Diablo, who has returned to pose an
even greater threat to the city then Queen Quake ever could. Diablo handily defeated her, and challenged everyone to ‘one
last public dual, to show everyone, in both worlds, that I have won’ at BABSCon 2018. To combat him, an alliance has been
formed between herself and some of the opposition - much to the fury of Quake.
Actor: Gabby Pantaloni (Strumpet)
Bio: Strumpet has been active in the MLP convention circuit since 2012. They love to cosplay Rarity as well as run
and join in panels with topics ranging from romance to drama. Strumpet is a full-time dispatcher while they do
independent voice over work. They were recently cast in the upcoming dating sim, “Something to do with Love.”
They currently live with their fiance Tarby, two rats, and rabbit. Strumpet thinks they’d be very good at reality TV.
Silver Span
Skateboarder, adrenaline junkie, and pun-warrior Silver Span was just as rattled as her older sister was at the loss to Queen
Quake in 2016. His worry, however, has been less for the city, and more for his sister, who sunk into a deep depression,
feeling as if she’s failed her city. The victory in 2017 went a long way to changing the spirits of the heroes, reinvigorating them.
The rise of Diablo, and his powers of mind control worry the young pony, but he remains steadfast as ever!
In the most desperate hour, his risk taking and devil may care attitude is a lot like the pilots of old, and helps to give hope to all.

Actor: Ashlee Jones (KiwiShampoo)
Bio: Kiwi is a cosplayer and livestreamer who loves sweets, drawing, and anything Sanrio. She likes creating
detailed costumes with her sisters and is always down to dive into new mysteries and theories surrounding her
fandoms. If she could, she’d have an alligator for a pet and wear lolita all day, every day.
Copper Chip
Saboteur, hacktivist, and mistress of data Copper Chip wasn’t as impacted by Quakes victory as
the others. While she had concerns about her sister and brother, she started compiling data about the Quakes activities, and
making certain that all the non-oatmeal raisin cookies were safe. The victory in 2017 was hard, and the darkness that has risen
in place of Queen Quake has caused her to seriously consider forming an alliance with Quake. She was key in reaching out to
Scales, and laying the groundwork of an alliance.
Victories have emboldened her - when all hope is lost, she is the one to restore it.

Actor: Amber “Foxy Lee” May
Bio: Amber May, aka “Foxy Lee”, is an American voice over artist and video editor who is known for her work in
animation, audio stories, on-hold messages, and children’s entertainment. For over a decade, Foxy has lended
her voice to over 100 projects, including Channel Frederator, Animatedjames, Animeme/Toonacracy/Yo
Mama, and the Sonic game “Big’s Big Fishing Adventure 3.” Her 2 favorite things in the world are voice acting
and SUGAR.
Quake
Former outcast from pony society, treasure hunter, former muscle for Divintus - now known as Diablo - and for Queen
Quake, Andreas has spent months in the human world, learning about friendship and finding his place. In 2017, the loss and
return of his colthood friend has given the former Quake henchpony pause, as he struggles to connect the Diablo he sees
before him with Divintus from his past. He remains steadfast, hoping he can save his friend, and blames Quake for everything.
He and SIlver Span have formed a brotherly connection, and the presence of the younger punster seems to have encouraged
Andreas to lighten up.
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Dramatis Ponisae
Actor: Gabriel Gentile (Gabe)
Bio: An actor and voice-over artist who currently resides in Camarillo, California. His favorite character is Spike,
and if he could create an original character to be played by himself on the show, it would be a diamond dog with a
triple-digit IQ (Rarity’s worst nightmare). The quickest way to become his friend is to treat him to an IPA, to invite
him to karaoke night, or to start quoting “Looney Tunes”
Silicon/Alt-Copper Chip
Known locally as Old or Alt Copper Chip - comes from a timeline where she and her siblings failed to unite with Queen Quake
to stop Diablo. She watched all she cared for be destroyed, fleeing only once there was no hope left, in an attempt to change
things.
Working from behind the scenes, she has managed to help the younger Copper Chip form alliances, as well as having a clear
plan on how to defeat Diablo once he is in our world. Her knowledge is what gives the allies the edge they need, and it may tip
the balance enough that victory against Diablo.
Actor: Crystal Machleit-Holt (Azyre Skye)
Bio: Crystal goes by Azzy in most circles, and is a Jill of all trades, and a mistress of none. A freelance self-employed
worker, freelance artist, and gamer. A truth seeker above all, but also caring and will be there for her friends when
they need her. Love fixes everything! :)
Queen Quake
She threatened San Franciscolt until the Emperor locked her away in a prison under Alcoltraz
island. There she remained, for 110 years, until Diablo and Andreas released her. The attendees of BABSCon 2016 awarded
her the staff, merging her power with the staffs - until Diablo stole both, and fled back to San Franciscolt. Her loss in 2017 has
cemented the realization that she doesn’t have the power she used to, and that evil Golden Gates is to blame.
Her obsession grows, she lost sight of the need to ally herself with others against Diablo and she refuses to join them. Her
waning power maybe needed against Diablo’s own insanity and power.
Actor: Fiaura The Tank Girl (Rena Miller)
Bio: Fiaura The Tank Girl is also called Fiaura The Science Pony. Are you ready for someone to pick apart your
favorite universe and put it into perspective? She has acting experience in the Shakespeare Theatre with University
of Delaware and has been Queen Quake since her inception in 2016. Check her out on YouTube and Discord if
you wanna talk to her directly just look up Fiaura.
Foreshock
Once enamored of Quakes power, Foreshock came to study her power - long before the Emperor, and Quakes imprisonment.
She took the name ‘Foreshock’ to honor that power. She returned too late to aid in the battle at BABSCon 2016, and she was
unable to make the victory in 2017 a reality for her Queen. The rise of Diablo, and her Queens blindness to the threat he poses
has caused her to reach out to Cooper Chip. She knows an an alliance is needed to combat the ‘Emperor Diablo’.
She is worried Queen Quake is consumed by Insanity and obsession but will do all she can to protect her.
Actor: Keyframe Productions
Bio: Keyframe is an artist, VA, and content creator. She has voiced for projects such as “Meet the Amazing
Overwatch” and “The Mentally Advanced Series”
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Dramatis Ponisae
Aftershock
World traveller and soldier, the pony who became known as Aftershock went from tournament to tournament, seeking the
ultimate test of his skills as a warrior. The defeat in 2017 caused him to re-evaluate his loyalties, and he chose remains steadfast
to Quake. He did not join her just to watch her be defeated, and Diablo threatens to do exactly that. He was the first to
encounter Silicon, with her help he reached to Andreas for an alliance. Very Stoic, this serving captain of the guard often
misses cultural references and clues. None, however, have been able to match his sheer talent in a fight, and as captain of the
guard, none serve better.
Actor: Antonio Grijalva (Blutonic)
Bio: Goes by Blu online and Tony in real life. Hailing from Los Angeles, California, he is a stunt driver for
Hollywood by day, and PC gaming enthusiast by night. He even named his car Luna after his favorite character!
Will never say no to a night of ramen and driving through some canyons.

Richter Scales
Know it all, researcher, historian, scholar, book worm, and secretary. Richter Scales serves Queen Quake in those capacities,
and more. Scales was in hibernation when his mistress was released, and dragons take forever to wake up - adolescent ones
or no. Truth is, his mistress forgot entirely about him. He simply caught up on some of his 110 years book backlog reading.
Once the loss in 2017 was apparent, he had hoped to get back to his reading. Diablo has become a threat to the city (and his
books). He choose to reach out to Copper Chip to form an alliance. He was the first to propose an alliance between the two
sides, and the first to vilified by Queen Quake. He is still loyal to the Queen, and sees his actions as a way to protect her.

Actor: Ginkutsune (Gin)
Bio: Shadow second to Fiaura both in character and out. Aspires to be a better voice actor and writer though most
times Gin is reading other people’s work and doing edits inside their head. Has had a few gigs in VA work with The
State of Pennsylvania Board of Education, a small appearance in a few web series including several with Fiaura the
Tank Girl as a voice off screen. Somewhat shy but just bother them a bit and they will open up.

Emperor Diablo (Divinitus):
No longer is he the abused, bullied colt. Now, he has power. And all will bow before him. His past is nothing, and his adoptive
brother Andreas is looking for the colt that no longer exists. In 2016 he stole the staff with the intent of harnessing its power.
Doing so broke the staff, and destroyed him. The truth couldn’t be further from the truth. He has returned more powerful
than ever. He engaged Quake, and proved he was more than a match for all she could muster. He’s done the same to Golden
Gates. Now, to shatter the hopes of all of their supporters, he needs to defeat them on the public of stages: At BABSCon itself.
Actor: Electro-Blitz / Sweetie-Blitz
Bio: Hailing from the far away land known as the old world, EB has been involved with the MLP fan project/game
known as Legends of Equestria. As an fan voice actor and singer, he has collaborated with several MLP musicians,
runs his own youtube channel, and regularly attends conventions, both local and international.
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Orion sparkle
Pamela Zaniewski
PapaGee
Peter Savoy
Philip Cauley
PhotoAnon
Pinkaboo
Pinkie_Pi
Princess DarkEyes
Rachel Heynneman
Rainbow Zay
rainbowderpy
Rainbowshine
rainyotter
Richard Liang
Ricky Ray
Robin Hollister
Ryan
Ryan Blea
Ryan Tay
sage
Samoht-Lion
Sarah Ross
Sarahndipity Cosplay
Scarlet Flare
Scarlet Storm
Schweetz
Scope
Scott Chen
Scott Kinnersley
Shamim Dana
Shelbeanie Cospalay
Sheva Goodbirb
ShiftingSands
Slifertheskydragon
Spiral Harmonies (Duk)
Star Storm
Star Vortex
Steff La Bunny
Stephanie Greer
Sweetie Bloom
Synthia
TameWing
Tasselhauf
TechnicalRarity
Thomas Hahn
Tia
Tiger Yorke
Tokey Shy
Trevor Lovick
Tsaukpaetra
Ty Trance
Tyler
Ven Burbank
Vicki Stinson
Victor Llewendyk
VinylTastic
Waffles
Weegee (Speed Waggin)
Wyldfind
xHaZxMaTx
ZeBronyCaptain
Zen Harmonics
Zenith Star

BABSponsors
Royal Pony
AniMangaBrony27
Cander
Copper Top
lafayette
Seraph Star
Silver Wings
Tek Circuit
Twilight Karamel
UNIVERSAL ALICORN
Zmugin

Noble Pony
Anvil IronStrike
apMechorse
Bounce
Brainz
Cadence
Cinnamon Sprinkles
Jimmons
Metatora
ponystark
Pshyzo
Sky
ZizzyDizzyMC

Crystal Pony
AceBriggs6
Count Blaze’nhoof
Cutie Honey
DJSKywalker
Hoefwood
Lenester
Liero
Luke Grapery
LunaLover77
Mares Fillies
Misty Skies
Moneybags

Oatmeal Raisin
RaichuRocks
Rey “Mr. Lucky” Ace
Shortcake
Silver Tail
Skysick
Smart Heart
snake8head
Snivian Moon
Someguy123
Star
Tori
Velfire
Victor Vortex
Wartex
Zapp

... and anyone we missed!
A huge thank you to all our
staff and sponsors for
making this story possible!
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